Powder X-Ray Training Session

1. Introductions (Ben King, king@chem.unr.edu; Stephen Spain, smspain@unr.edu)
2. Why you are here: regulations, safety, and an old machine
3. Three part training required for access: policies, safety, operation
4. Do not use without explicit authorization.
5. Scheduling: http://argenta.chem.unr.edu/mrbs
6. Scheduling policies: 6 hour blocks. If you make a reservation, use it or cancel it beforehand.
   Special situations can be accommodated.
7. Getting into the room - access code provided after full training
8. Checklist
9. Report all problems and concerns to king@chem.unr.edu
10. Data - take it with you
11. Clean up after yourself. Leave it cleaner than you found it.